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Title: Scientists continue to issue urgent warnings about climate change 

First Broadcast: December, 2018 

Source: ABC’s 7.30 Report 

Minutes: 8:00 

Video & Script: 
https://www.abc.net.au/7.30/scientists-continue-to-issue-urgent-warnings-

about/10618256 

Summary: 
Some of the world's most respected scientific organizations continue to issue ever more 

urgent warnings about humans changing the Earth's climate. 

 
 
 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - can you match the words with their correct 
definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
 
 
about to happen  
acceptable, reliable  
almost entirely, nearly, almost  
clearly, without doubt, 
unquestionably 

 

event, happening, fact, situation  
evident, real, clear  
general agreement  
harsh, forthright, blunt  
in an honest and direct way, 
truthfully 

 

major achievement or historic event  
reduce, limit  
terrible, alarming  
very critical  
without being aware  

 

dire (adj) 
impending disaster (adj) 
landmark report (n) 
virtually (adv) 
brutal language (adj) 
tangible impact (adj) 
credible explanation (adj) 
curb (v) 
scientific consensus (n) 
natural phenomenon (n) 
damning assessment (adj) 
frank advice (adj) 
unwittingly (adv) 
unequivocal evidence (adj) 
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SUMMARY 
 
 
Some of the world's most respected scientific organizations continue to issue ever more urgent warnings 

about humans changing the Earth's climate. 

 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS 
 
  
Ø A US Government 1,600-page report on climate change and its impacts says Earth's climate is now 

changing faster than at any point in the history of modern civilisation and painted a dire picture if 

nothing is done. What will happen if nothing or too little is done to tackle climate change? What are 

the consequences of global warming? 

Ø Karl Braganza, head of climate monitoring at Australia’s Federal Bureau of Meteorology, says the 

language in the US report is brutal for a reason. Why do you think the language in the report is 

‘brutal’? 

Ø The UN panel on climate change says governments around the world must take rapid action to curb 

rising temperatures. What action needs to be taken? Why are many governments not doing more to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions? 

Ø Why do some people reject the scientific consensus that greenhouse gases are changing the 

climate?  

  
 
LISTENING 
 
 
Try to complete the sentences before you watch the report 
 
 
• Global temperatures have already risen by 1 degree Celsius, the consequences of which have been 

more frequent … 

 

• When it comes to the question of whether greenhouse gas emissions from human activities are the 

cause of observed global warming over the last century, President Donald Trump … 

 

• The world's chief climate body, the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) says that 

before a baby born today turns 50, the world is set the warm by … 

 

• By 1938, rising global temperatures were being scientifically linked to … 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
 
After watching the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
 
1. The IPCC says the world hasn't ever been as hot as it is now.  T  /  F 

 

2. If global warming is limited to 1.5 degrees, it would help how many people avoid the effects of a rise 

in sea levels?  

 

3. Those who reject the scientific consensus that greenhouse gases are changing the climate say that 

either natural phenomena like changed __________________________________ activity are causing the 

warming or they say that temperature records are ______________________________________________ . 

 

4. According to the UN’s own emissions gap report and Australia's Federal Environment Department, 

are Australia's existing policies sufficient to achieve its promised emissions cut?  Yes  /  No 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 

dire                  impending                  landmark                  virtually                 brutal 
tangible                  credible                  curb                 consensus 

phenomenon                 damning                  frank                  unwittingly                 unequivocal 

 
 
1. A nutrition expert said in an interview that there are no …………………….……………… benefits from taking 

vitamin supplements if you have a balanced diet. 
2. After the meeting, the manager thanked the employees for being …………………….……………… when 

discussing ways to improve communication between management and staff. 
3. Childhood health experts said the government needed to bring in new regulations to 

…………………….……………… junk food advertising during children's TV programs. 
4. Despite …………………….……………… warnings from leading scientists about the consequences of global 

warming, many governments are still refusing to introduce effective measures for reducing CO2 
emissions. 

5. Glaciers are interesting natural …………………….………………. 
6. Journalists gathered outside parliament for an …………………….……………… announcement by the 

President that he would be stepping down as the country’s leader. 
7. Many internet users …………………….……………… expose their personal details to strangers online. 
8. Summer in the south of the country was very hot and …………………….……………… every house had air 

conditioning. 
9. The …………………….……………… decision by the Indonesian government to grant East Timor 

independence was welcomed by Australia’s prime minister. 
10. The newspaper published a …………………….……………… report in which the country’s top scientific 

organization claimed the government had zero chance of meeting its carbon reduction target. 
11. The publisher was well-known among writers for her …………………….……………… honesty. She never 

tried to disguise the truth. 
12. The scientist argued millions of lives were at risk and there was no …………………….……………… excuse 

for governments not to take action on climate change. 
13. The UN urged world leaders to respond to the …………………….……………… message from scientists that 

climate change was occurring and was mainly caused by human actions. 
14. There was a growing …………………….……………… among the public that governments need to take more 

action to tackle climate change. 
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ANSWERS 
 
• droughts and intense floods and fires 

• is not convinced  

• 2 degrees  

• the burning of fossil fuels 

1. F - hasn't been this hot for at least 129,000 years 

2. about 10 million people 

3. volcanic, falsified by authorities 

4. No 

  
about to happen impending  
acceptable, reliable credible  
almost entirely, nearly, almost virtually 
clearly, without doubt, unquestionably unequivocal 
event, happening, fact, situation phenomenon 
evident, real, clear tangible  
general agreement consensus 
harsh, forthright, blunt brutal  
in an honest and direct way, truthfully frank  
major achievement or historic event landmark  
reduce, limit curb 
terrible, alarming dire  
very critical damning  
without being aware unwittingly 
 
 
1. A nutrition expert said in an interview that there are no tangible benefits from taking vitamin 

supplements if you have a balanced diet. 
2. After the meeting, the manager thanked the employees for being frank when discussing ways to 

improve communication between management and staff. 
3. Childhood health experts said the government needed to bring in new regulations to curb junk food 

advertising during children's TV programs. 
4. Despite dire warnings from leading scientists about the consequences of global warming, many 

governments are still refusing to introduce effective measures for reducing CO2 emissions. 
5. Glaciers are interesting natural phenomena. 
6. Journalists gathered outside parliament for an impending announcement by the President that he 

would be stepping down as the country’s leader. 
7. Many internet users unwittingly expose their personal details to strangers online. 
8. Summer in the south of the country was very hot and virtually every house had air conditioning. 
9. The landmark decision by the Indonesian government to grant East Timor independence was 

welcomed by Australia’s prime minister. 
10. The newspaper published a damning report in which the country’s top scientific organization claimed 

the government had zero chance of meeting its carbon reduction target. 
11. The publisher was well-known among writers for her brutal honesty. She never tried to disguise the 

truth. 
12. The scientist argued millions of lives were at risk and there was no credible excuse for governments 

not to take action on climate change. 
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13. The UN urged world leaders to respond to the unequivocal message from scientists that climate 
change was occurring and was mainly caused by human actions. 

14. There was a growing consensus among the public that governments need to take more action to 
tackle climate change. 


